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Abstract
A delay-bounded service in wireless ad hoc networks is challenging, as ad hoc networks do not
provide any type of guarantees. Several protocols have been proposed to support applications without
timing requirements in ad hoc networks, but the increasing demand of QoS applications, in ad hoc
wireless environments, requires delay-bound service.

The contribution of this paper is to propose a

protocol that provides QoS service, by means of timing guarantees, to the supported applications in
ad hoc wireless networks.

1 Introduction
A wireless ad hoc network is a mobile and multi-hop wireless network without any xed infrastructure. It
provides a exible and low cost network solution in times of emergency or where infrastructures are not
trusted or not present. For these reasons, these networks are becoming more and more used in several
scenarios: from university campus to airport lounge, from conference site to co ee store.
The topology and channel conditions of these networks change with time, as users are free to move
in the environment. Due to this mobility, not all nodes can directly communicate with each other, and
hence nodes can be used as bridges in order to deliver data across the network. For these reasons, the
design of an e ective and eÆcient communication subsystem is challenging, as infrastructure information
are not known.
Several mechanisms have been designed to handle generic communications in ad hoc networks, and
two proposals, IEEE 802.11 [1] and Hyperlan [2], have been considered as wireless LAN standard for the
OSI reference model. These mechanisms focused on nding a way to avoid transmission collisions and did
 Corresponding author
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not propose any solutions to provide QoS to the supported applications [3]. In fact, in several mechanisms
[1, 4, 5, 6], data can be transmitted only after the successfully end of the handshake protocol (used to
avoid collisions), but the handshake protocol does not provide timing guarantees, as it su ers of collisions.
An QoS enhancement of IEEE 802.11 is proposed in [3], but packet collision may occur frequently by
increasing the number of mobile stations.
Due to the increasing use of applications with QoS requirements, timing guarantees can be considered
as a fundamental feature for future ad hoc wireless networks. Hence, it is necessary that the underlying
communication system provides a delay bounded service. In fact, while generic traÆc needs only to be
delivered (traÆc does not have timing constraints), QoS traÆc is usually coupled with timing constraints
(deadlines). The presence of this delay bounded service allows the protocol to know whether it is able to
meet the application timing requirements or not. In this case the protocol is also called real-time protocol.
Many real-time protocols have been proposed for wired networks, but their use in the wireless scenario
poses some limitations to the network scenario. For instance, many protocols require central entities to
provide QoS capabilities, and some others [7, 8] provide timing guarantees only in networks where hidden
terminals are not present.
Since the absence of central entities and the presence of hidden terminals are key assumptions of ad
hoc networks, it is necessary that the underlying protocol deals with hidden nodes and does not use any
central entities.
Recently, some real-time protocols for wireless ad hoc networks have been proposed. For instance,
[9, 10] use message exchange information among nodes to guarantee the contention free. Hence, they
introduce large overhead. TPT (Token Passing Tree) [11] is a protocol for supporting real-time applications
in indoor ad hoc networks in which terminals have low mobility and limited movement space. This protocol
provides a delay bounded service and manages hidden terminals. The delay bounded service is derived
from the one of the timed token protocol [12] and hence, the performances of TPT are a ected from
the performances of the timed token protocol. As described in [13, 14], real-time protocols based on the
timed-token idea achieve low performance with respect to protocols where multiple stations can access
the network at the same time.
The contribution of this paper is to propose a novel MAC protocol that provides a delay bounded
service in ad hoc networks. The protocol is derived from RT-Ring, a wired real-time MAC protocol that
provides timing guarantees in LAN/MAN while achieving better performance than protocols based on the
timed-token mechanism [13].
As well as TPT, our protocol, named WRT-Ring (Wireless RT-Ring), is designed for indoor scenarios
in which terminals have low mobility and limited movement space (airport lounge, conference site, meeting
room, etc.). Throughout this paper we show that WRT-Ring can support generic and QoS applications,
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by providing two type of services: delay bounded and best-e ort. WRT-Ring is provided with the compatibility with the emerging Di serv architectures [15]. The analysis of WRT-Ring shows that it can
provide timing guarantees and hence it can support QoS applications. The evaluation of the protocol is
done through a comparison study with the TPT protocol, as TPT has been designed for the same purpose
of WRT-Ring. The comparison shows that WRT-Ring can better react to the changes of the wireless
environment while o ering the same service.
Note that, although a MAC protocol is composed of a real-time bandwidth algorithm, in this paper we
don't propose any bandwidth allocation scheme, as several studies [16, 17] have been focused on nding
eÆcient bandwidth allocation schemes that can be implemented in WRT-Ring, using the presented WRTRing properties.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present characteristics and
properties of the proposed protocol. In section 3 we present a brief description of the TPT protocol and
the WRT-Ring performance study. Conclusions are drawn in section 4.

2 WRT-Ring protocol
In this section we present characteristics and properties of our proposed protocol. WRT-Ring is derived
from RT-Ring, a real-time protocol for wired networks that allows concurrent transmissions and achieves
better network performances than protocols based on the timed-token architecture [13, 14].
Since WRT-Ring operates in wireless scenarios, the protocol is provided with characteristics and properties that are very important in this environment, such as user mobility and changes to the topology.
The protocol uses CDMA mechanism [18], a mechanism that allows multiple transmissions without causing collisions. The protocol integrates two types of traÆc: best-e ort and real-time. The integration of
these traÆc is achieved using a mechanism that is shown to ensure fairness among the stations. A worst
case investigation shows that WRT-Ring can provide timing guarantees to the supported stations, as it is
provided with a bound on the network access time. Further, WRT-Ring is provided with the compatibility with the emerging Di serv architecture [15]. This is an important feature, as Di serv should handle
real-time traÆc in future IP-Networks.

2.1 Network Scenario
In this section we show the characteristics that a network should have in order to use WRT-Ring. We
consider a wireless ad hoc network composed of several stations, say N , in which stations can communicate
each other over a single hop, or through other stations (to reach hidden stations).
WRT-Ring requires the stations to form a virtual ring. For this reason, it is required that each station
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Figure 1: CDMA: concurrent transmission without collisions.
can communicate with, at least, two stations over a single hop. This is a reasonable assumption in indoor
scenario, like meeting rooms, campus, etc, where the density of mobile users easily allows to create a
virtual ring. The implementation of the virtual ring goes beyond the design of a MAC protocol, since
routing protocols can be used for this purpose. However, we provide the protocol with routines that
handle the insertion or the remotion of a station while supporting a real-time session.
As we already stated, WRT-Ring uses several characteristics of RT-Ring. One of these, is that multiple
stations can access the network at the same time. While this technique can be easily implemented over
wired networks, it may arise collision problems over wireless networks. For this reason, WRT-Ring uses
a mechanism that can avoid collisions, such as the CDMA [18] mechanism. Brie y, this mechanism,
allows to share a channel, by using a code mechanism that allows multiple transmissions without causing
collisions. In this way, each station can access the ring without being aware of other stations behavior
(multiple stations can access to the ring at the same time). This is done by assigning a unique code to
each station, such that two stations can communicate only using the assigned code. The code is unique
and can be assigned in di erent ways (for instance, in [19] a distributed algorithm is proposed in order to
assign code to each station). The codes allow each station to only receive data encoded with a particular
code and to discard data encoded with a di erent code [20]. The assignment of these codes goes beyond
the scope of this paper. For this reason, we assume that CDMA codes are given to each station when the
virtual ring is created.
Using CDMA, it is possible to have the situation depicted in Figure 1, where a small part of the ring
is shown. Station A can transmit to station B, and station C can transmit to station D. Using di erent
codes, station B can receive data from station A, even if station A and station C transmit at the same
time. If CDMA would not be used, a collision between data transmitted from station A and station C
happens, causing station B to receive corrupted data.
In addition to the given codes, each station is provided with a common code, which can be used to
communicate with all the stations. In essence, this code represents the broadcast channel and it will not
be used under normal conditions, but only when network topology changes.
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The use of CDMA coupled with TDMA allows to consider the communication channel as composed
of several slots. In this way, after the ring initialization, xed-size slots continuously circulate into the
ring. Each slot has a header and a data eld. Among other information, the header contains a bit that
indicates the status busy or empty of the slot. If the bit is set, the data eld contains useful user data. In
this paper we normalize all the time quantities to the slot duration, i.e., we use the slot duration as our
time unit and all time quantities are expressed in number of slot duration.

2.2 Integration and Fairness mechanism
WRT-Ring is designed to support both generic and QoS applications. These applications produce two
types of traÆc: generic (or best-e ort) and real-time traÆc. Each traÆc has dedicated queues inside any
station: one is for the real-time traÆc and the other is for the generic traÆc. Real-time traÆc is provided
with higher priority than generic traÆc.
The fairness mechanism used in WRT-Ring provides the stations with the same opportunity to access
the network and provides timing guarantees to all the stations. The fairness mechanism is derived from
RT-Ring, and hence we brie y summarize it in the following (readers can refer to [13, 14] for further
details).
A control signal (named SAT) circulates in the ring with the same traÆc direction. During each
rotation, the SAT gives a prede ned number of transmission authorizations to each visited station. The
number of transmission authorizations is de ned with two local parameters:
packets and

k

l

is used for the real-time

is used for the best-e ort packets. These parameters represents the maximum number of

packets a station can send during a SAT rotation. Hence, during each SAT round, a station can authorize
l

real-time packets and k best-e ort packets.
These authorizations are necessary because a station can transmit its packets only if it has collected

transmission authorizations.
In particular, after each SAT departure, by exploiting the authorizations it has collected, a station
can transmit up to li real-time packets from its real-time queue and up to

ki

i

non real-time packets from

its non real-time queue. The authorizations for non real-time traÆc must be used before the SAT returns
to the station, i.e., within the SAT rotation in the ring. The authorizations for the non real-time traÆc,
still available when the SAT comes back at the station are not valid anymore.
In this way, during each SAT round, a station can transmit not more than

k

non real-time packets.

To deliver real-time traÆc (if any) before the non real-time traÆc, WRT-Ring provides real-time traÆc
with higher priority than the non real-time traÆc.
Note that, the SAT doesn't travel freely in the network; in fact, every time it visits a station, it can
be either immediately forwarded or seized, depending on the status of the station. A station can be in
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two possible states: satis ed or not satis ed.
A station, say i, is said satis ed if it has no real-time traÆc ready to be transmitted, or if between two
consecutive SAT visits it has transmitted a pre-de ned quota of real-time packets, denoted with

li

(one

of the local parameters).
Conversely, a station, say i, is said not-satis ed if it has real-time traÆc ready to be transmitted, and
it has transmitted less than li packets since the last SAT visit.
When the SAT visits a not-satis ed station, the station seizes it until the station becomes satis ed.
Once satis ed, the station releases the SAT, sending it to the next station.
With this policy, it is clear that every station cannot authorize more than l + k packets during every
SAT round. Hence, a station cannot transmit more than l + k packets.
Send algorithm

1. A station can send real-time packets only if RT PCK is not greater than l;
2. A station can send non real-time traÆc only if NRT PCK is not greater than

k

and the real-time

bu er is empty or RT PCK is equal to l.
After transmitting a real-time packet, RT PCK is incremented by one, while after transmitting a non
real-time packet, NRT PCK is incremented by one.
SAT algorithm

When a station receives the SAT, it can:
1. forward the SAT if the station is satis ed, i.e.

RT P C K

= l or the real-time queue is empty;

2. hold the SAT until it becomes satis ed.
After releasing the SAT, RT PCK and NRT PCK are cleared.

2.3 Mapping Internet Di erentiated Services on WRT-Ring
Real-time protocols should be compatible with the Di serv architectures, as this compatibility will play
a fundamental role in future years. In fact, the Di serv architectures should handle real-time traÆc in
future packet switching networks. For this reason, WRT-Ring is designed to interact with networks where
Di serv architectures are used. In particular, WRT-Ring can interact with the Di erentiated Service
Architecture proposed in [15]. To highlight the compatibility, we analyze a possible scenario where an ad
hoc network is connected to a LAN (where Di serv is used) (Fig. 2).
WRT-Ring can handle real-time traÆc inside the ad hoc network and we show that it can manage
real-time traÆc transmission across the two networks. In fact, the gateway (Station G1, in Fig. 2) exactly
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WRT-RING
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WANLAN

Figure 2: Interconnection with a LAN.
knows the amount of the real-time traÆc sent across the two networks and hence this station doesn't di er
from the other stations in the ring (as the others, it has its own real-time and generic traÆc). For instance,
suppose that a real-time stream has to be sent from a LAN to a ad hoc network. Before establishing a
connection, the LAN asks G1 for the needed bandwidth to transmit the real-time stream towards the
ad hoc network. Station G1 is controlled by WRT-Ring, hence the protocol checks whether it is able to

reserve the required bandwidth to G1 or not 1 . If so, the bandwidth is allocated and the real-time service
can be guaranteed. The same happens if a real-time stream has to be sent from the ad hoc network to the
LAN. In this case G1 asks the Di serv architecture if the necessary bandwidth can be guaranteed inside
the LAN.
To be fully compatible with the Di serv architecture presented in [15], we show how to implement
di erent classes of services in WRT-Ring. In particular we show how to implement the three di erent
classes of services introduced in [15]: Premium (that regards the traÆc with full guarantees), Assured
(traÆc with no guarantees, but with priority higher than the best-e ort traÆc) and best-e ort (traÆc
with no guarantees and lowest priority). Note that this implementation is very simple, and it doesn't
require any modi cations to the WRT-Ring protocol. In fact, any single station can decide the number
of classes of services to implement. These classes are provided to its own traÆc, without a ecting and
without being a ected by the behavior of the other stations.
The implementation of the three classes of services can be done as follows.
Since l quota is the only guaranteed quota in WRT-Ring, it can be comparable to the Premium class
of the Di serv architecture proposed in [15]. The k quota is not guaranteed in RT-Ring and hence it can
be comparable to the Assured and best-e ort classes of the Di serv architecture. In order to provide two
classes of services, the quota k can be split into two di erent quotas, k1 and k2 (with k1 + k2 = k ). In this
case, k1 represents the quota reserved to the Assured traÆc and k2 represents the quota reserved to the
best-e ort traÆc. Note that, providing k1 with higher priority than k2 , the network access mechanism
1 The design of a bandwidth allocation algorithm for RT-Ring is outside the scope of this paper. However, by exploiting
the WRT-Ring properties (see next section) it is possible to apply to WRT-Ring the algorithms developed for FDDI.
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doesn't change.

2.4 Changes to the network topology
In wireless environments, the network topology changes more frequently than in wired scenarios. For this
reason, we rst present how WRT-Ring behaves when network topology changes (new stations require to
enter into the network, or stations leave the network) and when the SAT control signal gets lost and then
we prove that WRT-Ring provides timing guarantees to the supported applications.
2.4.1

A new station requires to join the network

Due to the users mobility, it may happen that a new station asks to enter into the ring. For instance, if
we consider a conference room, a late attendant may join the meeting when it is already started. In this
case, the protocol should be able to manage the insertion of the requesting station without compromising
the QoS guarantees provided to the stations that are already part of the ring. If the insertion may a ect
the guarantees o ered to the supported applications, the protocol has to reject the request.
To enter the network, a requesting station has to contact a station in the ring, called ingress station,
which manages the insertion procedure. The ingress station has to ear if new stations are asking to join the
ring. This is done in a period where transmissions are not allowed. This period is called RAP (Random
Access Period), is denoted with Trap , and is announced with a broadcast message.
There are two phases in this period: an earing and an update phase. The earing phase is Tear long and
it is used to ear if new stations are asking to enter the network. The update phase is

Tupdate

long and it

is used to update the network topology after a new station has been accepted into the network. Needless
to say, Trap = Tear + Tupdate .
Even though each station in the ring may act as an ingress station [11] (there are no central entities),
only one station for each SAT round can access the ring. This is done because, during the RAP, transmissions are not allowed and hence the network is idle. A mutex ag inside the SAT signal is used to ensure
that only one station for each SAT round can enter the network. To ensure the fairness, after acting as

ingress station, a node has to wait Sround (i) ( N ) SAT rounds in order to enter the RAP period again.

In WRT-Ring the network topology is a ring, and hence, the requesting station may enter the network
only if it can directly reach (one single hop) two consecutive stations of the virtual ring. If this happens, as
we see in the following, WRT-Ring can manage the insertion of the requesting station without diÆculties.
Conversely, if the requesting station can reach only one station, it cannot join the network (in this case it
may form another ring, but we don't present a detailed analysis of this case in this paper).
If a requesting station can reach two consecutive stations it may enter the ring between the two stations,
but before entering the network, it has to wait for a permission that is given by the ingress station. After
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receiving the permission, the station speci es its QoS traÆc requirements and the network checks if the
requirements can be satis ed.
In the following we describe the algorithms for the ingress and for the requesting stations.
Ingress station: algorithm

The parameter Sround (i) represents the number of SAT rounds that a station has to wait before entering
the successive RAP period. To avoid that two or more stations are in the RAP simultaneously, the station
checks a ag in the SAT control signal. This ag, called

RAPmutex

, indicates whether the station can

enter the RAP or not. If the ag is zero, the station can enter, otherwise it cannot (another station is
doing its RAP). If RAPmutex = 0 then it is set to one and the RAP begins.
After entering the RAP, the station sends a broadcast message, called N E X T
di erent information. By supposing station i in the RAP period,

F RE E

N E X T F RE E

, which contains

contains: the address

of the sender (station i), the code i (to share channel i), the address of the next station (station i + 1),
the code i + 1 (to share channel i + 1), the number of slots for the earing phase (Tear ) and the maximum
number of resources (e.g., bandwidth) that the network can provide.
This message reaches the requesting station, as it is transmitted in broadcast. After the transmission
of this message, the ingress station waits for a new station to respond.
New Station: algorithm

Let Snew be the requesting station. This station keeps on checking the broadcast channel in order to get
a N EX T

F RE E

message.

This station records on a table all the sender of the

N E X T F RE E

messages it gets. This is done in

order to nd two consecutive stations.
When the station receives another

N E X T F RE E

message from the same station, it means that all

the other stations in the network have already entered their RAP. At this point Snew knows if two consecutive stations are reachable over a single hop. Note that the time that elapses between two consecutive
N E X T F RE E

messages is equal to Sround  S AT

Let us suppose that stations
the ingress station for
Snew

Snew

Si

and

T IME

2.

+1 will be eared by the new station

Si

. Upon the reception of the next

N E X T F RE E

Snew

. Station

message from

Si

Si

can be

, station

replies with a message encoded with code(i). This message contains: the address of Snew , the code

codenew

, the number of lnew and knew .

After sending the message, the station waits for a message encoded with

codei

(it waits for a reply

from station i). If the reply does not arrive within Tear slots, Snew cannot join the network, and will wait
for the next N E X T
2

F RE E

messages.

SAT TIME is derived in the next section and it represents the upper bound to the SAT rotation time.
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Figure 3: A new station joins the network.
2.4.2

A station leaves the ring

As well as a station can enter the ring, a station can leave the ring. The exit can be communicated by the
leaving station or not. In fact, a station may leave the ring on purpose, or it may be forced to leave the
ring (no more batteries, out of the reachable zone, etc.). If a station wants to leave the network it can use
the SAT signal to inform all the ring stations that is leaving the ring. For instance, if station i wants to
leave the ring, it informs station i + 1, which behaves as if the SAT would have been lost. As we better
explain in the following, it sends the

S AT RE C

message instead of the SAT message. If the

S AT RE C

message arrives again at station i + 1, the ring is always on even without station i.
If station i leaves the network without notifying it, the network activates the SAT recovery procedure,
as if the SAT has been lost between station i

1 and station i.

2.5 SAT Loss
The purpose of the SAT control signal is to provide a number of transmission authorizations to each
station during each SAT round. Since the SAT can be lost, the protocol must provides algorithms to nd
out that the SAT has been lost and has to recover from that situation. If the SAT control signal gets lost,
the guarantees to the supported QoS applications cannot be guaranteed anymore. For this reason, it is
fundamental that the network nds out, as soon as possible, that the SAT is no longer traveling into the
network. WRT-Ring uses the following mechanism to nd out that the SAT got lost.
Each station i has a local timer, named
S AT T I M E

S AT T I M E Ri

, and if the SAT does not come back within

slots, the SAT is considered lost and the recovery procedure is activated.

SAT Recovery

Let us suppose that station i + 1 nds out the SAT loss. This station generates a

new SAT control signal, named S AT

RE C

. This particular signal is generated in order to inform all the

other station in the network that the SAT has been lost. The S AT

RE C

contains information about the

network address of the supposed failed station (in this case, station i) and the CDMA Code i + 1, in order
to allow communication with station i + 1. In fact, station i was the only station that could communicate
with station i + 1.
When a station receives a
station is not i. Station i

S AT RE C

it considers this signal as a normal SAT only if the successive

1 behaves di erently: it does not send the signal with the code i, but it sends
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it with the code i + 1. Note that station i

1 is trying to re-establish the previous network scenario, by

simply cutting out station i.
If station i + 1 receives the

within the

S AT RE C

re-established, and it substitutes the S AT

RE C

+1, it means that the ring has been

S AT T I M Ei

with the S AT signal. It is to note that the transmission

quota assigned to station i (li and ki ) can be re-assigned to all the other station.
If station i + 1 does not receive the S AT

RE C

within S AT

+1 , the previous ring is no longer

T I M Ei

valid (for instance, station i 1 could be too far to directly reach station i + 1). If this happened, station
i

+ 1 broadcast a message, notifying that the network has been lost and a new procedure to form a ring

must take place.
If there are no hidden terminals, as in [24, 11], the recovery procedure cannot fail as station i

1 can

always directly reach station i + 1.

2.6 Bound to the network access time
A real-time protocol must provide a bound to the network access time in order to support applications
that require a delay bounded service. In this section we prove the presence of this bound by rst showing
that the SAT rotation time is bounded and then, using this bound, we derive the upper bound to the
network access time.
Since the network access time depends on the traÆc condition (hence it is impossible to know its
value ahead of time), it is important for the protocol to know the maximum value it can assume under
all traÆc patterns. This can be achieved with a worst-case analysis that provides the upper bound to the
network access time in the worst-case scenario. Even though the worst case scenario may not be realistic
or happens with a very low probability, it is the only way to derive the upper bound to network access
time, and hence to provide guarantees (i.e., with probability 1) to the real-time application [22, 23].
The following properties are very similar to the RT-Ring properties. The only di erence is the presence
of the Trap as it represents the number of slots that are used to ear if some stations are requiring to enter
the network. Since the proofs are the same of RT-Ring, we don't report these proofs in this paper, but
we refer the readers to [13] for details.
2.6.1

Upper bound to the SAT rotation time

In this section we derive an upper bound to the SAT rotation time, i.e., the time interval between consecutive arrivals (departures) of the SAT from the same station, denoted with S AT

T IME

. This bound

is important since it represents the longest time a cycle (i.e. two consecutive SAT arrivals at the same
station) can be, and it is used to derive the upper bound to the network access time. First, we note
that S AT

T IME

is a ected by three possible components: the number of the stations, denoted with N ,
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present in the ring; the time it takes to the SAT for traveling, without being stopped at any station, across
the ring (by using the slot time as time unit, this time quantity cannot be greater than S ); the time the
SAT is held at the not-satis ed stations.

Let S AT T I M E be the time elapsed between two consecutive SAT arrivals (departures) at
the same station i. S AT T I M E has an upper bound and the following holds:

Theorem 1

i

i

S AT T I M Ei < S

+ Trap + 2 

X(
N

j

Proof

=1

lj

for all i = 1; : : : ; N:

+ kj )

The proof is equal to the one of RT-Ring. For this reason, we refer the readers to [13].

(1)



Proposition 1 If l = l and k = k for each station j and each station i, then the maximum time
elapsed between two consecutive SAT arrivals at the same station has an upper bound equal to:
i

j

i

j

S

Proof

+ Trap + 2  N  (l + k )

(2)



It follows from the previous Theorem.

Let S AT T I M E [n] be the time elapsed between
station i. The following holds:

Theorem 2

i

n

consecutive SAT arrivals at the same

[ ]  n  S + n  Trap + (n + 1) 

S AT T I M Ei n

X(
N

j

Proof

=1

lj

+ kj )

The proof is equal to the one of RT-Ring. For this reason, we refer the readers to [13].

(3)



Proposition 2 If l = l and k = k for each station j and each station i, then the maximum time
elapsed between n consecutive SAT visits at the same station has an upper bound equal to:
i

j

i

j

n

Proof



S

+ n  Trap + (n + 1)  N  (l + k )

(4)



Follows from Theorem 2.

Proposition 3

The average SAT rotation time, E [S AT
S

+ Trap +

X(
N

j

Proof

T IME

=1

lj

], is equal to:

+ kj )

The bound on average SAT rotation time, is derived as follows:
[

E S AT T I M Ei

]  lim

!1

n

[ ]

S AT T I M Ei n
n

= S + Trap +

(5)

X(
N

j

=1

lj

+ kj )
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2.6.2

Upper Bound to the Network Access Time

In this section we use the upper bound to the SAT rotation time, obtained in the previous section, to
derive an upper bound to the network access time. As happens in RT-Ring, the upper bound is a ected
by the S AT

T IME

, and the following holds. The proof of this Theorem is not presented as it is equal to

the one presented in RT-Ring. Readers can refer to [13] for the proof.
Theorem 3 Let us consider a tagged real-time packet that is inserted in the station i queue for transmission and denote with x the number of real-time packets already present in the station i queue when the
tagged packet arrives Let T
be the time that this tagged packet has to wait before being transmitted.
The following holds:
i
W ait

i

TW ait



S AT T I M E

[d

x

+1
li

e + 1]

where dxe indicates the small integer greater or equal than x.

(6)



3 EÆciency of RT-Ring
In this section, we compare WRT-Ring with TPT (Token Passing Tree) protocol [11]. TPT is a protocol
designed to support QoS applications in indoor environments in which users have low mobility and limited movement space. Since WRT-Ring has been designed with the same objective we present a study
comparison between these two protocols. In particular we investigate the bounds to the average control
signal rotation time and the reaction time to the loss of the control signal. These bounds are in fact very
critical for a real-time protocol, as the average rotation time is used by bandwidth algorithms to eÆciently
allocate the bandwidth, and the reaction time allows the protocol to nd out network problems and hence
to recover from those problems or to inform the supported applications that the provided guarantees are
no longer available.
Before going into the analytical comparison of the two protocols, we brie y review the main characteristics of TPT.

3.1 Token Passing Tree
The Token Passing Tree protocol [11] (TPT), has been designed to support real-time traÆc over indoor ad
hoc networks. It is based on the timed token MAC protocol [12] and its network access bound is straightly
derived from the bound of the timed-token protocol.
In TPT the underlying ad hoc network is organized as a tree. A token travels into the network and
provides transmission authorizations to the stations. A station that has to transmit, waits for the token,
seizes it, transmits its traÆc and then releases the token. Only the station that holds the token can
transmit. At the end of its transmission period, the token is transmitted using a depth- rst algorithm to
reach all the station connected in the tree.

3
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3.1.1

A new station

In order to include new stations into the network TPT periodically stops the transmissions using a ag in
the token. When this ag is activated, the receiving station has to wait a

Trap

period before starting its

transmissions. If the requesting station can ear the token, it knows that the random access period is about
to start. In this case, it tries with an handshake mechanism to enter the network. The network checks
if the requesting station can be handled by the network and if accepted, it joins the tree considering the
accepting station as the parent node in the tree (readers can nd details in [11]).
3.1.2

Upper bound to the network access time

TPT is derived from the timed-token protocol and hence the protocol guarantees that the average token
rotation time is equal to the Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT) and that the network access time

cannot be greater than 2  T T RT .

During the start-up phase, each station proposes its maximum access time to access the network in
order to guarantee the considered applications. If we denote the maximum delay proposed by a station i
with

Di

, it follows that the network must provide guarantees that the network access time is not greater

than D = min(Di )8 station i present in the tree.

Each station i can reserve a time quantity He;i to transmit its real-time traÆc. This means that, if we
have N stations in the network, the sum of the reserved time cannot be greater than T T RT .
The bound becomes

X
N

=1

He;i

+ 2  (N

1)  (Tproc + Tprop ) + Trap  D=2;

(7)

i

where Tproc is the time necessary to transmit a token message, Tprop is the time necessary for the token
to move from one station to the successive.
3.1.3

Token loss

TPT uses a timer mechanism to nd out a token loss. A timer is provided locally to each station, and it is

initialized to the maximum token rotation time (2  T T RT ) every time the token departs from the station.

When a station observes that this timer is expired, it puts into the network a new token. If the new token
comes back to the sender station, it means that the tree is still valid, otherwise the tree is considered lost.
At this point the station sends a broadcast message informing all the earing stations that the tree is no
longer valid. A build-tree procedure has to be activated in order to form a new tree.
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Figure 4: (a)Token-passing Tree. (b)WRT-Ring

3.2 Comparison study between WRT-Ring and TPT
The main di erence between WRT-Ring and TPT is the method to access the network. Although there
is a signal that travels into the network and controls the station transmissions (the token in TPT and the
SAT in WRT-Ring), in TPT the signal allows the transmission only to the station that holds the token,
while in WRT-Ring the SAT provides only transmission authorizations and, hence, several stations can
access the network at the same time (this is possible using the CDMA technique).
Both protocols have been derived from a wired real-time protocol: the token-passing scheme for TPT
and RT-Ring for WRT-Ring. In [13] it has been shown that if several stations can access the network
at the same time, the protocol may achieve higher network capacities than protocols based on the tokenpassing scheme. In the following we do not compare such network capacities because this comparison is
done in [13].
TPT has no channel contention as only one station at time can access the network and the authorization
to access the network is given by the token, while WRT-Ring uses CDMA to avoid possible collisions,
since several stations can access the network at the same time.
3.2.1

Hops to visit the whole network

In Fig. 4(a) we show a simple tree structure, with 3 nodes. Station 1 is the root of this structure and the
token travels into the network as depicted by the number. To visit all the station and to come back at the
original position, the token must travel from station 1 to station 2, then from station 2 back to station 1,
then from station 1 to station 3 and than back to station 1. It is also necessary that the root (Station 1)
has to directly reach both station 2 and station 3.
In Fig. 4(b) we show a simple ring structure. In this case, to visit all the station and to come back at
the original position, the SAT must travel from station 1 to station 2, then from station 2 back to station
3, then from station 3 to station 1. In this case all the stations in the network has to see at least two
stations in order to create the ring.
If we consider

N

stations, in TPT the token needs to travel 2  (N

1) links to complete one round,

while the SAT, in WRT-Ring, needs to travel only N links to complete one round. As we can see in the
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following, this di erence a ects the performance of the protocols.

3.3 Bound comparison
Let us consider the round trip time of the signal control: token in TPT and SAT in WRT-Ring, respectively.
The bound in TPT is given by equation (7) and the bound in WRT-Ring is given by equation (3). To
compare the bounds, we consider the same scenario. This means that the two protocols handle the same
applications with the same traÆc load. Hence, the term

P =1(
N
j

lj

+ kj ) and the term

bandwidth reserved in WRT-Ring and in TPT, respectively) can be supposed equal.

P =1
N
i

He;i

(i.e., the

If we do not consider the traÆc, to perform one round trip in TPT, the token needs 2  (N

1) 

(Tproc + Tprop ) + Trap time units, where Tproc + Tprop is the time necessary to transmit the control signal.
By considering

Tproc

+ Tprop the time necessary to transmit the SAT in WRT-Ring, it follows that the

SAT needs N  (Tproc + Tprop ) + Trap time units to complete one round-trip.

It is easy to note that the token needs more time to complete one round trip with respect to the
SAT rotation time. This means that, by considering the same network scenario (i.e., the same number of
stations and the same applications), WRT-Ring is able to support applications with more stringent QoS
timing requirements that TPT.
Another interesting di erence between TPT and WRT-Ring happens when the control signal gets lost.
In TPT when a station is down, the current network topology is considered broken and a new tree must
be created. Conversely, in WRT-Ring, when a station is down, a mechanism tries to cut out this broken
station by connecting the previous and the following station (w.r.t. the broken one). Only if this is not
possible, a new ring must be created.
Since in wireless environments the control signal can be frequently lost, it is important for the protocol
to react as soon as possible to recover the situation. Both protocols use a timer that waits for the maximum
token rotation time to nd out that the control signal got lost. The maximum round trip time in WRTRing is given by S AT

T IME

, while in TPT is given by D = 2  T T RT . By comparing these two bounds

it is easy to observe that S AT

T IME < D

.

This means that if the control signal gets lost, WRT-Ring can react in a shorter time than TPT. Hence,
WRT-Ring can better support the QoS applications, as it able to re-establish the previous guarantees or
to inform the applications that the service is no longer available.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we proposed a new protocol, WRT-Ring, for supporting QoS applications over wireless ad
hoc networks. The protocol is derived from RT-Ring, a real-time protocol for wired networks [13].
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We proved that WRT-Ring is a protocol that provides timing guarantees to the applications and hence
is a protocol that can support QoS applications over ad hoc networks. Since the importance of being
compatible with the Di serv architectures, we provided our protocol with the compatibility with these
architectures and we evaluated it through a comparison analysis with the TPT protocol.
Results showed that WRT-Ring can react to the network changes in shorter time than TPT, while
providing the same bounded delay service. Further, since protocols based on the RT-Ring architecture have
better performance than protocols based on the timed-token mechanism [13], WRT-Ring is an eÆcient
and e ective protocol for supporting QoS applications in ad hoc wireless networks.
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